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Note on Quotations

The transcribed text used in this book seeks to remain as close as possible
to the way that participants spoke. As such, colloquial language is
retained; in many cases—due to the location of some of the interviews—
this includes Scottish dialect. Below is a list of common terms to help
those readers who may be unfamiliar with some of the terms used.
‘aye’ = yes
‘didnae’ = did not, didn’t
‘dinnae’ = do not, don’t
‘cannae’ = cannot, can’t
‘couldnae’ = could not, couldn’t
‘greetin’ = crying
‘ken’ = know
‘kindae’ = kind of
‘mair’ = more
‘nae’ = no
‘shouldae’ = should have
‘wasnae’ = was not, wasn’t
‘werenae’ = were not, weren’t
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Transcription Key

[…]
[---]
…
[pause]

text has been removed
speech/recording was unclear
short pause in talk
longer pause in talk
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